Abstract Studies and concepts for social companion robots in therapy and care exist, however, they often lack the integration of convincing behavioral and social key mechanisms which enable a positive and successfull interaction experience. In this article we argue that synchrony and reciprocity are two key mechanisms of human interaction which affect both in the behavioral level (movements) and in the social level (relationships). Given that both a change in movement behavior and social behavior are an objective in the contexts of aging-in-place, neurocognitive and neurophysical rehabilitation, and depression, these key mechanisms should also be included in the interaction with social companion robots in therapy and care. We give an overview on the two concepts ranging from a social neuroscience over a behavioral towards a sociological perspective and argue that both concepts affect each other and are up to now only marginally applied in human-robot interaction (HRI). To support this claim, we provide a survey on existing social companion robots for agingin-place (pet robots and household robots), neurocognitive impairments (autism and dementia), neurophysical impairments (brain injury, cerebral palsy, and Parkinson's disease), and depression. We emphasize to what extend synchrony and reciprocity are already included into the respective applications. Finally, based on the survey and the previous argumentation on the importance of synchrony and reciprocity, we provide a discussion about potential future steps for the inclusion of these concepts to social companion robots in therapy and care.
Introduction
Research in cognitive psychology has demonstrated that most of our decisions are made unconsciously and/or automatically and even attitudes towards people and things are driven to a big part by processes that we cannot easily access [1] . Also human behavioral interaction usually emerges naturally. In the majority of cases, we do not think about movements. Instead, similar to many other decision making processes, we perform our movements automatically or subconsciously. However, if the flow of the interaction is not smooth due to, for example, a physical or cognitive impairment of our interaction partner, we recognize this and might even be irritated. We immediately know that there is something not as it should be, even if we cannot exactly name what it is [2] . Similar reactions can be observed in the interaction with a robotic partner, a phenomenon that is often referred to as the uncanny valley phenomenon, which appears not only due to anthropomorphic appearance features, but also due to a mismatch in expectations with respect to behavior [3] . Furthermore, even smallest deviations from expected social dynamics affect the interaction [4] . Thus, human expectations on behavior have to be taken into consideration when designing artificial companions, like social robots.
Among other applications, social companion robots have been designed in order to support caregivers and caretakers during psychological and physical therapy, as well as in the realm of elderly care. For the rehabilitation process and the ability to live with disabilities however, it is widely accepted that success does not only depend on treatment and medication. There are subjective factors such as social contacts and belief in recovery that play a role, as well as the physical interaction with the caregiver [5] . Therefore, it is essential to gain a better understanding of how we can shape the behavioral interaction between humans and robots. One common approach is to understand human behavioral principles and to enable the robot to engage in the same behavioral dynamic. Therefore, we follow the claim of Dautenhahn [6] that "the better we understand human psychology and human internal dynamics, the more we can hope to explain embodiment and empathetic understanding on a scientific basis. This knowledge can then be applied to artifacts".
Although there are several verbal and non-verbal behavior mechanisms that can aid social human-robot interaction, such as dialog strategies [7] , gaze [8] or proxemics [9] , in the following we argue that movement synchrony and reciprocity can induce common ground to an interaction that subsequently supports higher level mechanisms. We will first introduce the concepts of synchrony and reciprocity from a social neuroscience and mere behavioral perspective. Then, we highlight their social implications from a sociological perspective, before we explain how theses concepts can be transferred to social human-robot interaction. After a short overview on what is understood by a social companion robot for therapy and care, we will provide a brief survey on existing social companion robots which already partly consider these mechanisms in the most prominent domains of robotassisted therapy and care, namely: aging-in-place, neurocognitive impairments, neurophysical impairments, and depression. We will discuss the evidence provided by today's existing social companion robots for therapy and care to show how synchrony and reciprocity can aid the physical interaction and with this also the social interaction with the robot, its acceptance, and subsequently even the rehabilitation process. Finally, we will outline how a future research agenda could take into account behavioral synchrony and reciprocity as two possible key mechanisms in the development of future social companion robots.
Synchrony and Reciprocity -Key-Mechanisms in Human Social Interaction
Our understanding on synchrony and reciprocity as key mechanisms for interaction is based on a social neuroscience perspective and focuses on the coordination of movements. The main assumption is that synchrony and reciprocity are inevitable and omnipresent in human-human interaction, which enables grounding and causes a positive interaction experience. Subsequently, from a sociological perspective we argue that these mechanisms support the perception of reciprocity on an intentional self-reflective level. Reciprocity as institutionalized interaction principle between humans is crossculturally established, and studies on object-centered sociality [10] and the media equation theory [11] indicate that it also transfers to human-machine interaction.
First, we discuss the cognitive and behavioral requirements for synchrony and reciprocity and provide a brief introduction to the neural correlates; we then describe both key mechanisms from a social neuroscience perspective before building a bridge to the sociological concept of reciprocity as give-and-take interaction principle. Based on this we discuss the social implications that can derive from transferring synchrony and reciprocity to human-robot interaction.
Movement Synchronization and Synchronous Behavior
Movement synchronization is a coordination behavior that emerges inevitably during repetitive tasks [12, 13] . It is usually established when two actors perform the same action at the same time (described as phase dynamics, this would be an in-phase relation), but also when they perform complementary movements at the same time (anti-phase relation, turn-taking) [13] .
Movement synchronization was mostly studied in undirected tasks such as when two people are rocking in chairs next to each other [14] or walk side-by-side [15] . However, it was shown that it also emerges in goal-directed movements like in pick-and-place tasks, which are common activities of daily living [16] [17] [18] [19] .
In general humans seem to have an intrinsic coordination and timer model that helps them estimating intervals between events [20] . Furthermore, there seems to be a coupling of intra-and interpersonal behavior during interaction to the extent that adjustments in intrapersonal coordination affect the coordination with another person, and vice versa [21, 22] . Finally, it was shown that reducing the variability in oneŠs own movements by means of synchrony can be a strategy to achieve predictability for the interaction partner [23] .
What is described for behavior here, also counts for turntaking in verbal and non-verbal communication as well as for other forms of social interaction such as mimicry and imitation [24, 25] . While mimicry can be understood as the replication of automated behaviors, imitation can be understood as a status or a short sequence of actions that I see my interaction partner performing and then consequently replicate [26, 27, 25] . Here it is important to note that imitation is not mere mirroring in the sense that one copies every little part of another's movement. It is rather the replication of the action with regard to the outcome of the action [28] which leads to the acquisition of new skills [26] .
Note: Distinguishing movement synchronization and imitation is not easy, as the terms synchrony and imitation are sometimes used interchangeably in literature. In the following we therefore refer to movement synchronization for immediate, repetitive and eventually rhythmic interactions -such as pick-and-place tasks or postural sway. By contrast, we refer to imitation, if actions happen at a latency and do not have a regular and repetitive temporal relation, for example the imitation of a body posture (also mimicry) or a single action. However, both phenomena (movement synchronization and imitation) are referred to as synchronous behavior.
Accessing Reciprocity for Movement Coordination
From a sociological perspective, social reciprocity as the principle of give-and-take is a fundamental interaction concept, which is apparent in all human societies and its universality applies cross-culturally [29] . The social norm of reciprocity (or reciprocation) says that "we should try to repay, in kind, what another person provided us" [29] .
However, reciprocity can also be understood as an unconscious response to behavior, as a mutual feedback during movement coordination. One interesting phenomenon to illustrate this is the interference effect. The notion of movement interference covers human reactions to incongruent observations, i.e. I see you doing one thing, but I want to do something else [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] . It is is expressed in increased reaction times [30, 31] and a higher variability in movement trajectories [32] [33] [34] during situations in which people perform incongruent movements while observing each other. To explain this, it is suggested that the interference effect is caused by an activation of the mirror neuron system due to the observed action which has to be inhibited because it interferes with the representation of the own action planning, see also Section 2.4. This finding shows different things: first, it shows that when they move, humans take into account the actions of their interaction partners and that these actions affect the own actions. Second, it also provides a tool with which it is possible to actually recognize, that an interaction is taking place.
Connecting Synchrony and Reciprocity
So far, synchrony and reciprocity are introduced as two distinct concepts. However, it is important to note, that synchrony and reciprocity are linked and intertwined. If two people coordinate incongruent movements, an interference effect should emerge. However, if the task allows for synchronization at the same time, interaction partners mutually adapt to each others movements and temporal delays [17] . This does not only show that synchrony is a very stable phenomenon in human interaction, it also shows that the adaptation process depends on reciprocal engagement.
This also becomes clear when thinking about learning from demonstration [35, 36] . The concept of learning by demonstration is based in the continuous imitation (synchronization) of behavior between an instructor and a learner. During the learning process, the learner continuously repeats the behavior the instructor is demonstrating. At the same time, the instructor observes the attempts of the learner and can adjust his/her behavior in a way to point the learner's attention to certain features that have not been considered in the imitation process before. With this, the instructor provides reciprocal feedback to the learner, while the learner reciprocally demonstrates his/her learning process by a continuous adaptation to these features. Thus, learning from demonstration is a continuous process of synchrony and reciprocity on the behavioral level.
Cognitive Requirements and Neural Correlates for Synchronous and Reciprocal Interaction
Before interacting with another individual, we need to be able to form a representation of his/her actions in a way that we are able to predict what will happen in the next instant [37, 38] . Furthermore, we need to be able to infer the other individual's intentions, emotions and desires, an ability which is often referred to with the Theory of Mind (ToM) [39, 40] .
It is suggested that forming a representation has its neural correlate in the human equivalent to the Mirror Neuron System (MNS) [41] . Mirror neurons are located in the prefrontal cortex of the brain and react (fire) both if one executes a movement and if one only observes it. Thus, it is hypothesized that humans use their own experience and body schema to form a representation of what the other person is doing [42, 43] . This then also includes that the MNS plays a role in synchrony, including imitation and mimicry of actions. Besides, the performance of actions is sometimes also related to certain emotional states, that are for example displayed in a facial expression. Thus, the MNS might also play a role in inferring the emotional state of a person and might therefore be essential to the notion of empathy [25] .
Although there are doubts remaining that the mirror neurons "provide the basis for action understanding" in humans [44] , it was shown that besides other neural structures and networks, mirror neurons fire during action perception, even for prima facie meaningless movements [45] . Therefore, the MNS may be one stepstone towards the processing of feedback information, namely by perceiving own and other's action for (there or elsewhere at a higher level) matching them to our own expression of intentions [46, 44] . To this effect, the MNS would also allow for capturing reciprocity by helping us to recognize deviations from our own behavior to the other's behavior, which can then eventually be encoded as feedback.
Implications for Social Interaction with Humans and Robots
During synchronous behavior, one person sees that the other person is acting "like me" -which creates a feeling of similarity and rapport [47] [48] [49] . Vice versa, a greater feeling of rapport and sympathy between two individuals can also be measured by the degree to which they synchronize [50] . Thus, synchronous behavior is related to the emergence of compassion [51, 47, 48, 52] and positive emotions [53, 2] . Furthermore, by recognizing differences between own and other's actions, synchronous behavior links to the ability to learn from each other [27, 25] .
With regard to the interaction with robots, Krämer et al. [54] developed a theoretical framework that discusses different levels of sociability. They distinguish between a micro-, a meso-, and a macro-level of social abilities: -On the micro-level, actual interaction and the prerequisites for communication take place; the relevant theoretical basis is offered by theories such as common ground, theory of mind, perspective taking and shared intentionality. This is also the level on which the two key mechanisms synchrony and reciprocity are affecting us, namely on a subconscious/automatic response level which can potentially be used to achieve a first grounding between a human and a robot. -On the meso-level, relationship building is taking place; this is based on theories about the need to belong, reciprocity, social exchange, and social dynamics (e.g. dominance vs. submissiveness). Thus, on this level, also the relationship building to the robot would take place. Here, it can be assumed that the automatic grounding from the micro-level positively affects the interaction perception also on a reflective user level, i.e. the user perceiving the interaction with the robot as ŞmoreŤ social and natural. In this line, research in sociology of technology could demonstrate that humans also tend to attribute social interaction paradigms, such as reciprocity, to objects [10] . In other words, humans not only apply reciprocity expectations towards other humans, but in specific cases also to objects. This goes in line with the findings of the media equation theory [11] and the computers as social actor (CASA) paradigm [55] in which humans treat media and technology in a social manner. Thus, integrating synchrony and reciprocity, movement coordination could lead to an overall improvement of user acceptance in human-robot interaction on a reflective user level.
-On the macro-level, role assignment takes place, from the user as well as from the designer/ developer. Thus, this is the level on which the actual task progress will be visible and an outcome can be achieved.
As for the objective of this paper, we largely agree with Krämer et al. and argue within this line that the further investigation and inclusion of synchronization and reciprocity research from a social neuroscience perspective could result in substantial progress in the field of social companion robots.
Synchrony and Reciprocity -Transfer to Human-Robot Interaction
From what is reported above, synchronization and reciprocity seem to be very promising concepts to be included in humanrobot interaction (see also Marin et al. [56] ). However, the consequent next question is, how can these key mechanisms be reasonably transferred to HRI?
Mind Attribution and Reciprocity
Wheatley et al. [2] argue that a prerequisite for experiencing the benefits of synchrony between humans is the attribution of a mind to the respective other. Furthermore, they claim that mind attribution in humans requires a living facial expressiveness, certain vocal features and movement profiles that we attribute life to (see also [33, 34] ). They also argue that these features enable us to disentangle living beings from artificial entities. Thus, autonomous robots that have an artificial intelligence might function as a meta layer between living beings and artificial objects, and therefore might require further or different cues. This implies, that only if humans attribute a mindfulness to a robot, the positive aspects of grounding through behavioral synchrony can be achieved.
However, with regard to mind attribution and anthropomorphization of robots, many factors shaping the robot's appearance and behavior have to be considered. Besides, also with regard to mind attribution based on mere movement behavior, there exist contradicting findings. Some studies find evidence for it [57] [58] [59] , some seem to disprove it [32, 60] ). One interesting illustration of this dilemma are the contradicting findings of Kilner et al. [32] and Oztop et al. [61] . Both studied the emergence of an interference effect between a human and a robot (see Section 2.2). While the effect was absent in the study by Kilner et al., it was found in the study of Oztop and colleagues. Kilner et al. showed that humans would not display reciprocal reactions to artificial motion and that the interference effect is limited to biological motion. However, their robot was a very simple version and probably it was hard to attribute any mind or intelligence to it [62] . In contrary, Oztop and colleagues replicated the study with the humanoid robot DB [63] and used recorded human motion profiles as basis for the robot motion generation.
Thus, either one of the two factors (anthropomorphism, motion profile), or more likely a combination of both play a role if the robot should be perceived as "having a mind" and subsequently as a social entity [64, 65] .
However, what was not explicitly considered in the above mentioned explanations for mind attribution is the concept of (provided or perceived-as-provided) feedback, of mutual engagement -of reciprocity. If we can argue that the emergence of even movement synchronization requires the attribution of a mind, then the question is: what links the two together?
If two humans are engaged in a repetitive task, they synchronize [16] . However, in the same task, movement synchronization does not emerge if a human performs it with a robot that follows a biological motion profile but acts nonadaptively, i.e. does not show engagement in the task [66, 56] . Thus, mere repetitiveness and biological motion are not the crucial cues underlying emerging synchronization. Instead, if now the robot is online adapting to the human behavior, and with this provides behavioral feedback, synchronization is emerging naturally [67, 18, 19] . Although it is not proven yet if the human in this case also co-adapts to the robot, and with this engages in mutually reciprocal behavior, the adaptivity of the robot seems to be essential for the emergence of synchrony.
This not only demonstrates again that reciprocity and synchrony affect each other, it also raises the question if the mind attribution required for synchrony, and subsequently for the positive effects that emerge from it, are actually based on the consciously or unconsciously perceived reciprocal features of the interaction. If this indeed is the case, then reciprocity is one key factor for mind attribution and the emergence of synchrony is a tool for measuring it, also in HRI.
However, as Marin et al. [56] already outlined in 2009, todayŠs HRI is highly unidirectional and to our knowledge, at present there are no studies that tried to use synchrony and reciprocity for establishing a long-term connection between the human and the robot. Nevertheless, we think that including synchrony and reciprocity will not only improve the social interaction between humans and robots, it could also serve as an enabler and a motivator, especially in a robotassisted therapeutic and rehabilitation context. Here, an improved social interaction between a patient and a robotic caregiver might even improve the outcome of the intervention [5, 68] . But if we want to include synchrony and reciprocity into the action repertoire of social companion robots, we need behavioral models that shape the interaction between humans and robots already on the micro-level (see Section 2.5).
Models for Human-Robot Movement Synchronization
Movement synchronization for robotic actions has been studied for various applications. For example, Revel and Andry [69] developed a neural network architecture that, through activation and inhibition of perception-action coupling, enables turn-taking between two robots. Hasnain et al. [70] used movement synchronization for selecting an interaction partner from a crowd of people and other groups [71, 72] used imitation for robotic skill acquisition.
Although these models have a certain ability for reciprocal adaptation, up to now they are designed in order to either establish movement synchronization between robots, or to create a benefit for the robot. Therefore, Mörtl et al. [18] developed a behavioral model of movement synchronization that allows for a direct application in human-robot interaction in repetitive tasks. These models are based on data derived from human movement synchronization in the same task [16] .
In order to transfer the findings from human movement synchronization to a robot, the Haken-Kelso-Bunz model [73] of two coupled oscillators was extended by Mörtl et al. [18] to enable both in-phase and anti-phase synchronization. Other than Revel and Andry [69] who propose differently coupled neural oscillators to capture (in-phase) synchronization as well as turn-taking (anti-phase), this model allows for both patterns to emerge. As Lorenz et al. [66] could show that when humans interact with a non-adaptive robot, movement synchronization does not emerge as it does not fulfill the user's need for reciprocity, the model from Mörtl et al. [18] allows for an adjustment of the robotŠs adaptation. However, this model is still limited in terms of its applicability to higher level tasks, like for example picking and placing objects. Therefore, the model from [18] was extended in [19] , allowing not only the synchronization of the continuous interaction dynamics, but also for the recognition and synchronization of events.
Measuring Synchrony and Reciprocity in HRI
If synchrony and reciprocity should be used in direct applications in human-robot interaction, there is of course also a need for measuring this behavior. In general, as the current hypothesis is that synchrony and reciprocity should be applied to human-robot interaction as it is present in humanhuman interaction, the same measurement methods that are applied in human-human interaction should be applicable in human-robot interaction.
In this context, different measures exist to evaluate a robotic system from a user perspective. We can distinguish between (1) self-assessments, (2) interviews, (3) behavioral measures, (4) psycho-physiological measures, and (5) task performance metrics [74] . However, the biggest challenge in measuring the perceived social reciprocity, that evolves through automatic responses from movement, is that this effect can only be measured over time. Therefore, measuring synchrony and reciprocity most often means, dealing with the analysis of time series. As there are extensive reviews on measuring methods for synchrony like in [75, 76] , only a brief introduction on the measures used in [16, 66, 18] should be provided in this paper, as they were also already applied in HRI.
Measuring behavioral synchrony requires some kind of action data recording that can be derived from video annotations or motion tracking systems. With the latter, motion data is recorded as 3D position time series x 1 (t) and x 2 (t) of the two interaction partners. Hereof the phase signals θ 1 (t) and θ 2 (t) can be derived with different methods as described and discussed in [18] . One possible method is to transfer the (quasi-) harmonic movements of one person into its velocityposition state-space (x,ẋ). For both agents, the individual phase θ(t) can be derived from the state-space trajectory by
in whichẋ(t) =ẋ
|x| are the normalized velocity and position. The constantsx andx denote the extrema of velocity and position observed in the motion trajectory. After both θ 1 (t) and θ 2 (t) are obtained, the relative phase Φ(t) is calculated as
Having derived the relative phase signal between the interaction partners, one possibility of assessing movement synchronization is the cross-spectral coherence 1 , a measure of correlation between the two phase time series. The cross spectral coherence is derived from the circular variance (CV) of the relative phase by
where N is the number of relative phase observations Φ(t j ), see also [77] . The cross spectral coherence can vary between 0 and 1. If the relative phase is uniformly distributed, the coherence would equal 0, while a perfect synchronization would be determined by a coherence equaling 1.
If synchronization between interaction partners is not instructed but emerges naturally, then the coherence between them is usually weaker than in the instructed case [13, 78] . It was also observed that in these cases, the phase relation is not stable in the sense of a steady-state coordination, but subject to repetitive change [13, 79] . Thus, for determining whether in-phase or anti-phase relation is emerging, the distribution of the relative phase is derived. Therefore, the observations Fig. 1 Example for distribution of relative phase taken from [17] . The abscissa shows the relative phase regains, the ordinate shows the percentage of how often the relative phase was calculated to be in the respective phase region. The plot shows that in the zero-cycle condition, the two agents were mainly synchronized in in-phase relation (0 • -phase difference) while in the other two conditions, agents tended to mainly synchronize in anti-phase (180
• -phase difference).
Φ(t j ) are clustered into a determined amount of phase regions (most often nine
• -phase regions) and accumulated over all performed trials within one condition, see Figure 1 . This accumulated data is then depicted in a diagram in which the abscissa is clustered into phase regions and the ordinate shows the percentage of accumulated relative phase. This diagram, showing the distribution of relative phase provides an overview on how often the phase difference between interaction partners was for example in a phase difference of 0
• and thus in an in-phase relation or 180
• and thus in an anti-phase relation.
A further typical method for determining synchronous behavior is Cross Recurrence Quantification (CQR), which enables the discovery of similarities in temporal patterns across different time series, see [80, 81] .
Measuring the reciprocity of the interaction is a bit more challenging as it requires to measure and to quantify the ongoing adaptation process in real-time. One approach to measure the interpersonal adaptation in human-human interaction is described in [17] . Here the time series were considered in segments, which allowed for an analysis of the behavioral adaptation of the individuals to the experimental situation. However, an analysis of the reciprocal behavior is always bound to the interaction situation. Besides, first studies showed that the effect of reciprocity might carry over to other tasks which do not involve reciprocal elements [82] .
Another aspect that needs to be considered is that the effect of synchronized human-robot movement use, especially in therapy and care, might not be directly self-reported by the user, but be observable in his/her changing relationships to others, for instance in autism or depression therapy.
Social Companion Robots for Therapy and Rehabilitation -Overview
In general a companion robot is defined as a robot that "(i) makes itself useful, i.e. is able to carry out a variety of tasks in order to assist humans, e.g. in a domestic home environment, and (ii) behaves socially, i.e. possesses social skills in order to be able to interact with people in a socially acceptable manner" [83] . It is considered that companion robots can be above all valuable for older adults and homebound people. For instance the robot companions EU flagship project, intended robot companions to be "a new generation of machines that will primarily help and assist elderly people in daily activities at home, in their workplace and in other environments" [84] . They expect that future robot companions will be -strong machines that can take over burdensome tasks for the user. -graceful and soft machines that will move smoothly and express immediate responses to their users. -sentient machines that are context-aware and offer multimodal communication channels and are trustable. Clearly this type of companion robot is still a futuristic vision and further progress in the development of components is required, as more adaptive and complex behavior also leads to an increased number of needed sensors, more degrees of freedom, and higher computational power requirements, etc. However, the field of socially intelligent robotics is constantly improving and creates robots "capable of exhibiting natural-appearing social qualities" [85] . Social companion robots are often also called socially assistive robots [86] . They specifically focus on helping people through social rather than physical interaction. Thus, socially assistive robots are intended to improve the quality of life for specific user groups. Today, the populations with the largest estimated benefits for social robot assistance are: elderly people, individuals with physical impairments who undergo rehabilitation therapy, and individuals with cognitive disabilities and developmental and/or social disorders [85] .
According to Fong et al. [87] social robots can offer three major advantages for therapy and care: -Robots can provide a stimulating and motivating influence that makes living conditions or particular treatments more pleasant and endurable. -By acknowledging and respecting the nature of the human patient as a social being, the social robot represents a humane technological contribution. -In many areas of therapy, teaching social interaction skills is in itself a therapeutically central objective, an effect that is important in behavioral therapeutic programs, e.g. for autistic children, which can potentially be used across a range of psychological, developmental or social behavioral disorders.
As socially assistive robots should enrich the social world of i.e. elderly or patients, a key ingredient for their behavior is therefore interactivity. If companion robots and users with special needs should cooperate by exploiting both parties' strengths and weaknesses towards forming some kind of relationship, the interaction with the robot benefits if it is able to offer certain social abilities [88] . However, identifying suitable social abilities in humans and implementing them as robot behavior is one of the big challenges in the development of companion robots [85] .
Synchrony and Reciprocity -Applications in Social Robot-Assisted Therapy
In the following we will outline different fields of social robot assisted therapy and care. We tackle the interaction with healthy older adults, patients with neurocognitive and neurophyiscal impairments, and people with depression. In this context we will put a special emphasis on the role of synchrony and reciprocity. Thus, as there is a tremendous amount of literature on social robots and robots in general that assist patients and take care, the following section is not meant to be a detailed review, but rather an overview on how synchrony and reciprocity are currently taken into account in HRI.
Aging-in-Place
One goal of social companion robots for (healthy) older adults is to increase their well-being and to enable them to stay at home as long as possible. Social companion robots can thereby for instance reduce loneliness. For example companion robots were developed that fulfill some roles of pets (see Figure 2 ). The most prominent example is Paro [89] , a seal type mental commitment robot. It has been developed for those who cannot take care of real animals and those who live in places where pet-animals are forbidden. Paro is designed to provide three types of effects: psychological, such as relaxation and motivation, physiological, such as improvement in vital signs, and social effects such as instigating communication among persons and caregivers. A related example is the real-life-looking robotic cat NeCoRo, which mimics the reactions of a real cat to enable natural communication with humans [90] . It reacts to speech and touch with moving its tail or eyes and meows, hisses or purrs. Similarly, the teddy bear robot The Huggable [91] is designed for use in hospitals and nursing homes. The Huggable is a new type of robotic companion capable of active relational and affective touchbased interactions with a person. The robot features a full body, multi-modal sensitive skin system capable of detecting affective and social touch.
These pet-like robots focus above all on the social aspect of reciprocity, namely helping or taking care of some- one. This nurturing behavior provides the basis for the interaction. However, also other aspects of reciprocity or synchrony are considered for this type of social companion robot when they are used for neurocognitive impairment therapy (see Section 5.2.2).
A further type of social companion robots for elderly care are those that take over household tasks in order to enable independent aging-in-place (see Figure 3) . One of the most popular examples is the Care-O-Bot research platform [92] , developed at the Fraunhofer Institute for Manufacturing Engineering and Automation (IPA). Care-O-Bot is designed as general purpose robotic butler which can fetch and carry objects and also detect emergency situations (e.g. a fallen person) and contact help. Similarly MobiNa, a small (vacuumsized) robot was developed by Fraunhofer, specifically aiming at performing fallen person detection and video calls in emergency. Another prominent example is the robot Hector developed within the EU project CompanionAble [93] . Hector is designed as a robotic assistant for older adults integrated in a smart home environment and a remote control center to provide the most comprehensive and cost efficient support for older people living at home.
In general these robots focus on task-based support in everyday life. An exception is the care robot Hobbit [94] , which is developed to support aging-in-place. Its interaction abilities are based on social reciprocity [95] . The idea is that not only the robot takes care of the human, instead the human should also take care of the robot and help it in situations where the robot could not achieve a goal on its own. At present, this behavior is implemented in simple give-andtake dialogues 2 , which are studied in a controlled laboratory setting. The results look promising with regard to the positive effects that these dialogs increase the belief in own ability to complete a task (self efficacy) of the human and ease the interaction [82] . Long-term field trials exploring these effects further are currently in preparation.
Overall, when it comes to social companion robots for the support of aging-in-place, mainly the mechanism of social reciprocity is considered so far. Further investigation in how far behavioral and motor synchrony and reciprocity could be helpful to meet the aim of developing robots that increase human well-being on a more fundamental level beyond pure task-support and short-term reduced feeling of loneliness.
One interesting example in this regard is described by Fasola et al. [96] . Here, the social robot Bandit (see Figure 5) is implemented as an exercise coach for elderly people. The user is encouraged to play an imitation game with the robot in which the user has to imitate the robot's behavior. The robot then provides verbal feedback on the user's performance. Here, synchrony is included by means of imitation of movements and reciprocity is included in the form of verbal feedback, both with the attempt to increase the interaction motivation of the user. Although at the current stage, synchrony and reciprocity are implemented in one or the other modality, this might be a good starting point to also explore the possibility for grounding of the interaction by also enabling the robot to adapt to the user's movements.
Neurocognitive Impairments
People with cognitive disabilities and developmental and social disorders are another target user group for socially assistive robots. Here, typical contexts are education, therapy, and training. All robots for this target group are intended to generate "carefully designed, potentially therapeutic interaction between human users and themselves, involving elicitation, coaching, and reinforcement of social behavior" [97] .
Autism
The British National Autistic Society describes Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD) as a "lifelong developmental disability that affects how a person communicates with, and relates to, other people." [98] . People suffering from ASD have problems with social communication, social interaction, and social imagination. This means they have problems interpreting the facial expressions and body language of others, they have problems understanding social rules and emotions and might also have learning disabilities in general. Another symptom is repetitive sensory-motor movements and problems in language acquisition [99] . Thus, autistic people have problems integrating into daily social life and need special social training. While healthy children usually learn through imitating their parents which is assumed to influence the development of basic empathic social skills [100] . Children who are later diagnosed with autism do not at all or only show a reduced imitative behavior [101] . And as a neuroscientific explanation to this, in the past years there was more and more support to the notion that the emergence of autism is connected with a dysfunction of the MNS [102] [103] [104] , and that this defect is already present in toddlers.
Nevertheless, this also bears possibilities for treatment. Autistic children who are imitated by adults in repeated sessions show improved social behavior (see Field et al. [105] for a review). With regard to movement synchronization, a new approach was recently introduced from dance therapy. Behrends et al. [106] outline a novel concept that includes phases of synchronous movements both in a simultaneous and in a turn-taking manner and also include new dance elements which patients have to imitate. The main purpose of this approach is to study how this overall concept of synchronous and reciprocal behavior can enhance empathy in autistic people. So in general, synchrony and reciprocity play a major role in autism therapy. As it was found that autistic children sometimes even respond better to interaction with robots than to other humans [107] or also with inanimate objects [108] , including social robots into therapy for autistic people seems promising.
Numerous studies have shown that social robots can support autistic people in enhancing social skills through eliciting joint attention [109] , mediating sharing and turn-taking between the patient and a therapist and encouraging imitative or synchronous behaviors [97, 110] . Prominent examples for robots used in this research area are the humanoid robotic doll, Robota [111] , which has been developed within the AU-RORA project, the spherical robot ball Roball [112] , the humanoid robot Kaspar [113] , developed by the Adaptive System Research Group at University of Hertfordshire, the expressive small creature-like robot Keepon [114] designed for simple, natural, nonverbal interaction, and the elephant-like robot Probo [115] , developed at Vrije Universiteit Brussel (see Figure 4 ).
Just recently, several reviews have been published covering a variety of aspects in the field of robot assisted therapy for autism [116] [117] [118] 97] . In the most recent review, Boucenna et al. [116] provide an overview of all interactive technologies for intervention in autism. Among other aspects, the authors highlight the use of social robots in therapy because of their ability to imitate and being imitated. Nevertheless, they recognize a need for an evaluation tool for the interaction between humans and robots and propose to focus on interpersonal synchrony. This seems to be a very promising idea as synchrony is relatively easy to access [75] and underlies many different cognitive processes that are affected in autism.
Taking mere rhythm and full body movements into account, Keepon [114] has to be highlighted, see Fig.4 . Different to other social robots Keepon has no arms or legs with which it could apply human or animal-like behavior. It can simply move its head (and thus direct gaze to encorage joint attention [119] ), rock left right or "bobb" up and down. With these abilities Keepon was already successfully tested to attract attention of and promote interaction with autistic children. In these and other studies, Kozima et al. [114] realized that a common theme was the use and natural emergence of rhythmic interaction in the form of synchronous or turntaking behavior. They thus implemented a system on Keepon that can detect rhythms in various modalities and synchronize to them. First observations with (so far only healthy) children show promising results with regard to mutual movement coordination.
Another promising example for the implementation of synchrony and reciprocity to robot-supported autism therapy is provided by the graded cueing paradigm. In a pilot study with a NAO robot, Greczek et al. [120] implemented an imitation game for autistic children, with the additional feature that the robot is able to provide both verbal and gestural feedback to the childrens' performance. Results showed that a feedback as provided by the graded cueing model was promising, potentially due to its variable and minimalistic reciprocal nature.
Addressing the benefits and pitfalls of social robot assisted therapy for autistic patients, Diel et al. [118] offer a critical review. In their outline of future requirements for research on social robots in autism, amongst others they mention the different mechanisms that are shown when people with autism respond to objects versus biological motion. People with autism fail to recognize social stimuli in moving objects as depicted with a moving triangle cartoon or point clouds [121] . However, they can be supported in recognizing these movement as biological movements by providing additional information by audio-visually synchronized cues [122] . Keeping in mind the differences in movement interference for biological and artificial motion (Section 3.1) this might be a good measure for validate whether or not autistic children perceive the reciprocity in motion during interaction with a robot. Also this might elicit further if and how robotic behavior can effectively prepare for a social interaction with another person. Nevertheless, this approach also has to be treated with care: Cook et al. [123] tested the appearance of the interference effect in autistic adults and discovered its absence, both in response to biological and non-biological motion.
In summary, it can be stated that behavior synchronization and reciprocity are very helpful tools for autism therapy and are most likely also applicable in autism therapy with social robots. Due to enhanced responsiveness of autistic patients to robots [107] , therapy might even be improved (but see [124] ). Further investigation is required to check whether or not the neurocognitive effects present in healthy interaction also hold for autistic people, be it in interaction with other humans or with social robots.
Dementia
Dementia is a progressive brain degenerative group of diseases that affects the patient's memory, sense of orientation, ability to concentrate and mood (including apathy and depression). Furthermore, it can lead to withdrawal form social activity and isolation [125] . Therefore it is important for the patients' most possible well-being to include them into interaction with others (relatives, care-takers, fellows). One possibility in non-robotic treatments is animal therapy [126] . A key aspect of animal therapy is that the reciprocal interaction with the animal being a meaningful task ("I am needed"), reduces aggression and encourages prosocial behavior. The patients can pet and talk to the animals and receive a response. They experience social reciprocity. On the robotic side this is for example achieved by introducing the Paro robot [89, 127] or similar pet robots [128] into the patient's surrounding (see also Section 5.1). These pet robots serve as a substitute for real pets with the advantage of not causing defensive reactions or health issues (e.g. allergies) while being socially responsive by providing reciprocal interaction [129] . Studies with social pet robots have shown that similar effects as with real animals can be achieved in terms of calming down patients, improving communication and social integration as well as reducing stress levels for both patients and caretakers, see [130] for reviews.
A promising attempt on using the basic principles of synchrony in terms of performing simple movements together is integrated within the modular robotic rolling pins (RP) which are specifically designed to meet the needs of dementia patients (dimension and weight suitable for easy manipulation, simple interaction modalities, stimulation of familiar sensory-motor patterns) [131] . The RPs are coupled in a master-slave principle in that the therapist can perform a gesture or movements that the patient should imitate, while the RP is providing feedback on success via acoustic, visual or tactile feedback. With this, also a reciprocal behavior is induced: if the patient fails to synchronize or imitate, both patient and therapist have the ability to mutually adapt to each other (i.e. by slowing down). Thus, the RPs provide enhanced reciprocal feedback, which might be necessary for stimulating social interaction in dementia patients. First results by Marti et al. [131] show promising tendencies regarding motivation to interact as well as interaction duration.
Other investigations aim to include imitation of movements using social robots such as NAO [132] or Bandit [133] . Although Martin et al. [132] only report preliminary results on robot mediated exercise, dance therapy seems to be a very promising approach. Nyström and Lauritzen [134] could show that demented people responded to expressive dance predominantly with synchronous movements. They point out that synchrony appears to be a fundamental behavior with which demented people can interact with the "healthy" world, despite other communication deficits. Overall, for supporting dementia patients and their surrounding, the concept of reciprocity seems to play a major role and social robots appear to be very effective in providing it. In the future however, a further emphasis should also be put on robot induced synchronous behavior which might considerably improve the patient's social integration.
Neurophysical Impairments
We consider neurophysical impairments to cover all diseases or injuries that cause a deficit in motor function. These are for example brain injury (i.e. stroke), Parkinson's disease, Epilepsy, Cerebral Palsy, Multiple Sclerosis, etc.. All of these diseases require intensive training in order to (re)establish or maintain motor function, which is a primary need not only to participate in a social life (including quality of life), but sometimes also a requirement for extended survival. The main application for assistive robots here are support of motor function and motor rehabilitation for upper or lower limb [135, 136] . Thus, the primary robot-assisted rehabilitation is not social, rather physical.
However, social companion robots can above all offer novel means for monitoring, motivation, and coaching, whereas post-stroke rehabilitation can be considered the largest application domain today [85] . One example is the hands-off therapist robot Bandit [137] that assists, encourages, and socially interacts with patients in post-stroke rehabilitation training. Another example is Clara [138] , a therapist robot assisting humans with spirometry exercise (see Figure 5) .
Besides, in a study in which healthy participants were physically connected through a robotic device, Ganesh et al. [139] showed that people profit not only from mere guidance during haptic interaction, they also take out additional task-related information from the haptic interaction with their partner, which enabled them to improve their performance to a higher extent in the given time. Although the authors mention that more research on the modalities is required, rehabilitation efficiency could benefit from haptic informational exchange, also with a robot. Thus, reciprocal effects of interaction sometimes bear even more information and support than visible on the first glance. In the following we will review social robot assisted rehabilitation techniques for neurophysical impairments which make use of these underlying mechanism such as imitation, movement synchronization, and reciprocity in general.
Brain Injury
If the central nervous system (CNS) is damaged due to stroke or traumatic injury, the damage can result in motoric, cognitive or perceptual deficits -most often even in a combination of all. Neuroscientific findings however could proof that the CNS can actually recover and the physical, cognitive or perceptual function can at least partially be reestablished [140] . One of the keywords here is neuroplasticity -the reorganization and recreation of neural structures in the brain [141] .
At first glance, brain injury as a physical impairment does not come with cognitive or social requirements in therapy. However, rehabilitation requires a lot of training which has to be repetitive, functional, meaningful, and challenging for the patient [142] . Rehabilitation after stroke leads to best results when performed at high intensity levels, which for the patient can be very frustrating. Thus, one possibility to support rehabilitation by means of social robots is by increasing treatment compliance with games [143] or by providing motivating feedback [137, [144] [145] [146] . Although these systems are successful in stimulating task performance, so far almost no evidence is provided on their impact on rehabilitation of i.e. motor function.
One exception is presented by Wade et al. [146] who showed that equipping a socially assistive robot with multimodal perception abilities and including these into feedback provided to the patient can improve motor performance as measured by smoothness. Their robot Bandit can track the patient's performance and generates task-inspired verbal feedback with synchronized gestures while additionally being able to demonstrate the task if the patient does not act appropriately [145] . Although their results are far from clinical evidence, Wade et al. [146] suggest that providing reciprocity by linking actual task-performance to feedback might actually have an impact on future task performance. However, as Bandit was also demonstrating tasks in case of patient's failure, another possibility to interpret the results from Wade et al. is by means of the action observation therapy introduced by Ertelt et al. [147] . The action observation therapy makes use of the idea that the human brain does not only process motor information when we actually move, but also when we observe movement [104] , see also Section 2.4.
In a study with stroke patients, Ertelt et al. showed that by priming physical training with action observation of daily life tasks, the motor function of the upper limb was significantly improved when performing these actions -also compared to a control group that was watching geometric figures and letters as control prime to the same physical training. Using fMRI they were able to show that previously inactive motor areas in the brain that are connected to learning by imitation, were reactivated, see also [148] . Thus, seeing an action that one is to perform right after -and nothing else is imitation -supports the same mechanisms as in initial motor learning in early childhood [100, 27] . As robot motions can trigger imitative behavior [60, 107] , robot assisted therapy in rehabilitation after stroke does not necessarily have to be reduced to reciprocal motivation and encouragement. Rather combining these approaches with imitative features might elicit more positive results.
Cerebral Palsy
Cerebral palsy is a childhood disability that is caused by damage to the motor control centers of the developing brain (pre-or postnatal) which causes upper and lower limb motor coordination problems and problems with force generation [149] . An intensive physical therapy can enhance the development of motor function [150] . In this context, robotassisted therapy is especially promising as it enables adaptive support with training enhancement. However, the training is intense and especially for children usually boring. Fasoli et al. [150] highlight that here robot-assisted therapy is the way to go as it provides children with social interaction, competition, and reward for improved performance. In this context, serious games in virtual reality seem to provide a good method to engage children into therapy, especially in combination with robotic assistance [151] . To our knowledge the only social robot to appear to support in the rehabilitation of cerebral palsy is KineTron which motivates children to participate in a movement training game [152] . However, there is only a pilot study reported and no disease-specific training applied yet. Thus, for the social robot-aided treatment of cerebral palsy, synchrony and reciprocity are not implemented yet. Similar to the effects of post-stroke rehabilitation the two concepts could however aid to motivate reciprocal training enhancement by feedback or by imitation tasks.
Parkinson's Disease
Parkinson's disease is a progressive neurodegenerative disorder of the central nervous system that affects the overall motor control. One problem in Parkinson's disease is the instability of movements and gait [153] . In healthy people, almost everybody has already experienced that gait patterns automatically become synchronized when walking next to each other [15] (see also Section 2.1). With regard to Parkinson patients, it was observed that these interpersonal synchronization processes can be instrumentalized to improve patient's gait [154] . These positive effects have also been shown in the interaction with the Walk-Mate, a virtual robot that displays auditory cues which adapt to the patient's gait patterns by means of nonlinear oscillation processes [155] . Moreover, Uchitomi et al. [156] showed, that these positive effects towards an establishment of healthy gait patterns emerges due to the mutual coupling, the reciprocity between the patient and the Walk-Mate. A similar auditory stimulation as reported for Parkinson patients was also reported for multiple sclerosis, a neurodegenerative disease that affects muscle performance [157] . Thus, the very basic component of social interaction, namely mere interpersonal synchronization during walking, has a positive effect on the patient's behavior while other, non-adaptive signals, cannot evolve the same effect (see also [158] ).
Depression
Depression is a psychiatric illness that is characterized by the cardinal symptoms of persistent and pervasive low mood and by the loss of interest or pleasure in usual activities [159] . Depression can occur as a psychiatric condition on its own and the emergence of depression in otherwise healthy persons is still subject to ongoing research. However, the risk of depression due to loneliness or social isolation is known to be increased for elderly [160, 161] . Besides that, depression is usually comorbid to all diseases and impairments mentioned above. It can result from social isolation in autism or dementia or be a result of reduced mobility and loss of functionality after brain injury or in neurodegenerative diseases [159] .
In treating major or moderate depression, David et al. [162] outline that robot-based therapy can have a great impact. They highlight the use of robot replacements for animal therapy (see also Section 5.1 and 5.2.2) which, by their unpredictable responsive behavior to touch, create a feeling of well-being and reduce social isolation and depression [163] . They also mention a new robot RETMAN which was initially included in Rational Emotive Behavior Therapy Cartoons for children. Preliminary results suggest that RETMAN can help to alleviate distress and dysfunctional feelings in children. However, no further details are given on the social interactive abilities of the robot.
In the treatment of depression, one big problem is the treatment adherence (the extent to which patients stick to their therapy recommendations) [164] . Thus, in the EU project help4mood a virtual agent is developed which assesses the current individual emotional state and provides therapeutic empathic feedback with the goal to change the state perception of the patient [165] . So far only pilot study results are reported which draw a mixed perspective. Adherence was not improved in every case. One problem might be that the empathy provided by the agent was not matching the patient's expectations i.e. in terms of the ability to understand emotions and was thus not able to provide correct feedback [165, 166, 85] . Similarly, it was found that positive effects on loneliness (an indicator of depression) are rather achieved with embodied robots than with virtual agents due to their higher social presence [96, 167] .
Another virtual agent that is under development to assess depression based on non-verbal cues is SimSensei [168] . Here the goal is to enable the virtual agent to engage the patients into structured interviews by using natural language and nonverbal sensing to identify the presence of non-verbal indicators of psychological distress. Although the development of SimSensei is based on real-world interaction data with interviewers, no studies on the applicability of the system are provided so far. Here, it would be interesting to evaluate in which way a provided virtual feedback or synchronous behavior by the virtual agent can improve the assessment of the depression level.
A successful approach to show emotions is provided with the story-telling robot [169, 90] . Here children were encouraged to tell a story about their experiences that will then be depicted by means of a robot that has to be able to express emotions as movements. The children can control the robot with their own movements to express emotions (the robot is imitating the movements). Besides revealing underlying emotions that might be too hard to tell directly, the storytelling robot can also be used for physical training (an emotion must be expressed by a certain movement that has relevance for rehabilitation) or autism therapy (learning different ways of expressing emotions that are directly mirrored) and improves the adherence to training by being involved in a creative and expressive task with immediate feedback. The reciprocity of this interaction does not only provide the therapist with very important information, it also creates a feedback to the patients that they are in control about what is happening, which is important for psychological well-being [161] and get the possibility to learn and reflect something about their own behavior.
Discussion
In this article we emphasize that synchrony and reciprocity are two key mechanisms underlying multiple human interactional principles. Therefore we also consider them as key mechanisms to be included in Human-Robot Interaction, especially when robots are ought to assist in elderly care, therapy or rehabilitation.
Implications
For aging in place, social companion robots are up to now mainly intended to reduce loneliness or mediate social interaction with other humans (pet-like companions), and household assistance (service robots for household chores and emergency handling). So far, little has been explored on how synchrony and reciprocity can be used to enhance the interaction with these robots and subsequently improve the well-being of the older adult. However, first studies indicate the potential of social reciprocity in the interaction to enhance selfefficacy of the human and acceptance of the robot. Therefore we argue that besides useful functionalities that clearly need to be provided to enable independent living at home for older adults, synchrony and reciprocity may add to the longterm acceptance of the robot as caregiver and enhance the (perceived) quality of the care.
For neurocognitive impairments, especially imitation and behavioral and social reciprocal behavior is essential, as it provides a subliminal link to the healthy social world. Here, robots have striking advantages as they can i.e. behave like pets with the possibility, but not the need to be taken care for. Like real animals they successfully calm down dementia patients by providing reciprocal feedback and offer them a way out of their social isolation. Besides, especially in autism, robots are perceived as social entities. They can act as mediator or role model and thus function as a "trainer" of social interaction without the high risk for the patient of being exposed to the complexity of real social interaction [118, 85] . Here, although sometimes being termed in different ways, the concept of reciprocity is already well-established. However, although it has been shown that especially synchrony can foster social behavior such as empathy and perspective taking [106] , not much work has been done with regard to including these mechanisms into social-robot-assisted therapy.
The latter is also the case for social companion robots in the rehabilitation of neurophysical impairments, in which the support of social robots is still mainly limited to providing motivation and guidance. Although one could argue that motivation could also be provided by other media, apparently the embodiment of the agent plays a relevant social role [96, 167] . Thus, by enabling this embodied agent (the assistive robot) to function as a model or interaction partner for physical activity (be it with or without contact), one could potentially have an even greater impact on rehabilitation. Also, what is underrepresented so far is the use of synchrony as a tool to form rapport and connectedness between the patient and the robot. If designed carefully, a synchronization task could thus make the patient perform rehabilitation movements by providing a model for task imitation and create a connectedness with the agent which can be motivating in terms of a team experience.
When it comes to the treatment of depression, besides interaction with pet-robots and first approaches with virtual agents, not much work has been done in supporting the needs of patients with the help of assistive robots. Thus, here we see a need for filling the gap and we believe that social robots can be of great utility. As it is known that depression can be improved by means of physical activity, robots could also take over a motivating and encouraging role. Furthermore, they could act as role models, i.e. by mirroring and imitating the actual behavior of the patient to draw his/her own attention to it or by mimicking the patient's mood. Similarly, these imitative mechanisms could be turned around and the robot could encourage the patient to imitate a positive behavior. However, it will require a deeper understanding of neural mechanisms in depression for being able to understand in which way synchrony and reciprocity can be of benefit for a depressed person.
Future Directions
So what could a future research agenda for social companion robots in therapy and care look like? First of all we are convinced that social reciprocal strategies add on top of synchronous behavior and thus both have to be combined to evoke the full potential for social robots in elderly care, therapy, and rehabilitation. On the other hand, reciprocal movement feedback supports the attribution of mind to the robot and enables the synchronization process and with it behavioral adaptation and (learning by) imitation. Thus, a twofold strategy can come into place in which synchrony serves as a basis. Initially, the robot has to capture the patient's attention. Already here, synchrony can be taken as a feedback method, i.e. the robots adapts to a person's movements and by this shows non-verbally: you have my attention [70, 71] . Then, the robot needs to infer the person's state for being able to act and react appropriately. This actual state can be for example imitated by the robot, to mirror the actual state of the patient and thus create awareness. At the same time the robot could also reverse the perceived state and with this encourage the patient to imitate i.e. a more positive/active/social behavior. Both scenarios (imitating/being imitated) can be designed to evoke nurturing behavior in the human and with this close the social reciprocal circle, which will increase well-being of the person. In the same line, the robot could also use the captured state to start joint activities which could include synchrony and reciprocity based actions. Here the robot could at the same time function as a -motivator: while using movement synchronization or turntaking as timing models the robot can at the same time employ the underlying effects of synchrony for creating a more social atmosphere and fostering a joint activity through the creation of rapport.
-role model: by frequently demonstrating the task the robot encourages the patient/care-receiver to imitate it and has thus influence on performance and potentially also on learning and the human's mood. -therapy assistant: as it could monitor and show the task progress, the robot provides multi-modal feedback and can additionally demonstrate reciprocity by adapting the task to the patient's requirements. Thus, the patient perceives a reaction to his/her own actions which will feed back into motivation, as the task is more accomplishable.
Thus, by combining synchrony and reciprocity and implementing them into care-taking and therapy, one could not only increase the robot's acceptance, one could also create a successful and enjoyable process.
In general however, there are still unsolved questions in social neuroscience like: how is reciprocity perceived, how do we adapt to each other, how do we infer actions, and last but not least, how is this all embodied and does the embodiment itself make the difference? Furthermore one has to keep in mind that because this knowledge on human interaction is still not totally explained, when it is implemented to robotic behavior it can also be irritating due to a perceived mismatch in robot appearance and motion [170] . Thus, in order not to enter another dimension of the uncanny valley, we should put an emphasis on understanding human synchrony and reciprocity mechanisms in more detail.
Aonther unsolved question is that in most cases it is unclear if the positive effects for patients remain or can even be further enhanced. Also, due to the fact that in almost every study conducted so far, humans were actually present and payed special attention to the patient, which might covariate with the positive results. Thus, both the development of social robots and the inclusion of synchrony and reciprocity into the rehabilitation process will require more long-term and randomized clinical studies and potentially also a new study design. For really testing benefits, it might be useful to create robots that patients can take home, that can interact with patients on a daily basis over a longer period of time, maybe combined with telehealthcare and monitoring.
However, when robots enter the society in such a delicate and private area like therapy and care, also ethical considerations have to be taken into account. Besides, also the consequences of using subliminal mechanisms such as synchrony and reciprocity in human-robot interaction are an ongoing topic of extensive ethical considerations. A prominent example are the five ethical rules for robotics, which are published by the Engineering and Physical Science Council (EPSRC) 3 in order to serve as principles for designers, builders, and users of robots. The message of these rules is that âĂĲrobots are products: as with other products, they should be designed to be safe and secureâĂİ, and that they âĂĲshould be designed and operated to comply with existing law, including privacyâĂİ. These and similar guidelines adequately cover assistance and adaptation mechanisms as they are understood in this article. Problematic is that the perspective of these approaches considers robots as products. And in fact robots are products, they are machines. Nevertheless, anthropomorphizing effects can also lead to the fact that robots are understood as companions by their users. For instance, Sparrow [171] argued that the relationships between users and robot companions "are predicated on mistaking, at a conscious or unconscious level, the robot for a real animal. For an individual to benefit significantly from ownership of a robot pet they must systematically delude themselves regarding the real nature of their relation with the animal. [...] Indulging in such sentimentality violates a (weak) duty that we have to ourselves to apprehend the world accurately. The design and manufacture of these robots is unethical in so far as it presupposes or encourages this."
Since, the whole question of deception, and the possibility of the willing collusion of the users themselves, is a complex one [172] , the EPSRC recommends that âĂĲthe illusion of emotions and intent should not be used to exploit vulnerable usersâĂİ and that the best way to protect consumers is to remind them of the robotâĂŹs artificial nature by incorporating âĂĲa way for them to âĂŸlift the curtainâĂŹ (to use the metaphor from The Wizard of Oz)âĂİ. Nevertheless, the crucial question remains if transparency concerning automatic mechanisms such as synchrony and reciprocity is sufficient to distance the user from the robotic product -especially if we take into account, that the human nature is profoundly social. Such mechanisms can influence users on an unconscious level despite superficial transparency.
In summary, we think that the two key mechanisms synchrony and reciprocity might significantly add to the positive outcome of a robot-assisted therapy and rehabilitation process, even beyond the currently known applications. There are possibilities for an enrichment of the rehabilitation process as social robots can also make use of the non-prevalent underlying social behavioral mechanisms that are induced by synchrony and reciprocity. Besides, synchrony and reciprocity are easy to measure and might provide an essential tool for capturing the success of human-robot social interaction [173, 56, 13, 174, 75] . Thus, researchers should foster the robot's ability to stimulate social behavior in humans by means of synchrony and reciprocity. Furthermore, they should combine and include these mechanisms in already existing applications. With this, we cannot only learn a lot about our own nature and help people that struggle with the absence of, loss of, or limits in physical and social interaction.
